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Abstract

Today users do not have control over their digital identities. To access and validate them, they
must authenticate through a third party which they must trust. This is a problem that researchers
have addressed with the blooming of new paradigms such as Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs)
and Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI). In this context, blockchain appears as a new path that ensures
traceability to all transactions. Although there are several primary studies related to this topic,
there needs to be more contributions that condense all the information of research groups in a
secondary study, which summarizes the techniques and trends of DIDs and SSI. Therefore, this
paper presents a systematic literature review to identify research trends, challenges, and solu-
tions to DID and SSI using blockchain. Twenty-three papers published from 2014 to October
2022 were selected following inclusion and exclusion criteria. The investigation points out how
most DIDs and SSI solutions are set in the general domain as academic postulations that could
be released in the commercial field.
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1. Introduction
Within a world where subjects have started to lose trust in centralized models that look depre-
cated and have lost effectiveness, concepts such as Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs) and Self-
Sovereign Identity (SSI) have gained a role play in the security field. This is because DIDs and
SSI relate payloads with a subject after verification processes without any intermediary actor
like the government. Similarly, blockchain has appeared as a new path to transparency with its
non-repudiation features that ensure traceability to all transactions. Therefore, it is unsurprising
that DIDs and SSI solutions have adopted implementations over blockchain technologies. Thus,
it is a fact that DIDs and SSI are proximate topics, so often taken as equals, that the differences
between them could be shown as merely conceptual and with many research opportunities and
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challenges that need to be taken. In this paper, we conducted a systematic literature review
to identify research trends and challenges to DIDs and SSI blockchain-based solutions while
searching for gaps in the field that can serve as a starting point for further research.

A systematic review identifies, analyzes, and interprets unbiasedly all the evidence on a spe-
cific topic presented in relevant primary studies; it uses a structured approach to minimize bias
and maximize objectivity [5]. Several primary studies have been carried out in this context, but
the information that provides insights to researchers is scattered in several digital libraries and
databases. Besides, there are no secondary studies that perform a summary of the research state
in this field. Then, it is necessary to have a study that joins all the information in a systematic
review that shows research gaps and the proposed solutions condensed.

We obtained twenty-three papers collected in the digital libraries ACM, IEEE Xplore and
Springer Link, which were selected after applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines general concepts of
DIDs and SSI, including a discussion about existing systematic literature reviews in the field.
The research methodology is described in Section 3, and individual results are presented in
Section 4. Section 5 discusses the relevance and contributions of the systematic literature review.
A validation of the systematic review is presented in Section 6. and last but not least, Section 7
presents conclusions and future work.

2. Background
This section explains concepts related to DIDs, SSI, and blockchain technologies to readers so
they can understand the field where this investigation occurred.

Decentralized ID
According to Sporny et al. [12], Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs) are a new class of subject

identifiers that enable verifiable decentralized digital identities. A subject can be a person, orga-
nization, thing, or data model. Unlike typical federated identifiers, DIDs can be decoupled from
centralized registries, identity providers, and certificate authorities. DIDs are Uniform Resource
Identifiers (URIs) that associate a DID subject with a DID document, allowing reliable inter-
action with a subject; they are designed to enable individuals and organizations to use systems
they trust to generate their credentials.

Self-Sovereign Identity
Related to Self-Sovereign, a subject that owns more than one DID can present claims or

related credentials without needing an intermediary. Then, Self-Sovereign does not allow in-
dividuals or organizations to control all aspects of their identity that are provided by external
parties such as, for example, the government [14].

Blockchain Technology
Blockchain is a shared and unalterable ledger that facilitates the process of recording trans-

actions and tracking tangible or intangible assets in a business network. It is a distributed ledger
technology to which all network participants have access. Furthermore, it is distinguished for
its unalterable transaction log; thus, transactions are recorded only once, guaranteeing no one
can modify them [15].

Existing systematic reviews for DID and SSI
Several searches were conducted in the IEEE Xplore, ScienceDirect, and ACM Digital Li-

brary to establish the existence of other systematic reviews related to that presented in this paper.
The following search string was used: (decentrali* OR self-sovereign OR self sovereign) AND
(id OR identi*) AND (blockchain OR block chain OR block-chain) AND (systematic) AND (re-
view). However, only two results were found: an SSI systematic and mapping review [9] in
2021 and a DID and SSI mapping review [11] in 2020.

The nearest study to our systematic review is [11]; however, as it is a systematic mapping,
the authors are centered on classifying studies without a deep understanding and analysis of each
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one. On the other hand, the study presented in [9] analyzes theoretical and practical advances
in Self-Sovereign Identity. This work proposes different extraction criteria from our review;
its main criteria seek to examine: i) what practical problems associated with SSI have been
introduced and solved, ii) How SSI is formally specified, and iii) what concept/idea is introduced
or refused.

Schardong and Custódio [9] have systematically mapped and classified theoretical and prac-
tical advances in Self-Sovereign Identity, including both peer-reviewed and non-peer-reviewed
literature that expanded the conceptual discussion on what SSI is. Also, it introduced mathemat-
ical formulation to define SSI-related problems, presented a novel pragmatic problem related to
the SSI ecosystem, and presented a solution to it. Čučko and Turkanovi [11] published a map-
ping review analyzing 120 research papers concerning six criteria: i) contribution, ii) domain,
iii) IT Field, iv) research type, v) research method, and vi) place of publication. The results
show that research in the DIDs and SSI field had increased by 96.7 % from 2017 to 2021.

In the literature, it has been found several secondary studies (not systematic or mapping
literature reviews) released in the DID and SSI field, including or not blockchain as their imple-
mentation technology. Some of these studies are detailed below.

Gilani et al. [4] provide an overview of challenges, research gaps, and trade-offs of the cur-
rent state of the art on privacy-preserving solutions in decentralized systems using blockchain;
that paper shows central concepts of SSI, including the components of identity proofing and
authentication solutions for different solutions such as uPort, Blockstack, SelfKey, Civic, and
Shocard. Bartolomeu et al. [1] reduce the scope and discuss SSI’s use cases, technologies, and
challenges in the IoT field; this study also analyzes some popular self-sovereign identity frame-
works: Hyperledger Indy, uPort, Blockstack, Veres One, and Jocolom, comparing them respect-
ing seven characteristics: main goal, development, verifiable credentials, distributed ledger,
transactions per second, transaction delay, and transaction cost. Every mentioned framework
leverages blockchain technology. Kuperberg [6] has surveyed a wide array of blockchain-based
solutions providing an evaluation framework for decentralized and SSI management systems;
it included an extensive set of requirements covering ecosystem aspects, end-user functional-
ity, mobility and overhead aspects, compliance/liability, EU regulations, standardization, and
integration.

In contrast to [1], our review includes papers about DID and SSI fields. Also, our study
is diverse from [6] as our focus is the domain incursion and solutions trends in those domains
while considering security assets (access control policies, authentication method, and encryption
type). Finally, at this final issue, our investigation differs from [4] because our scope is broader;
both SSI and DID solutions are covered and include applications, architectures, prototypes,
schemes, and frameworks, while [4] only analyzes commercial applications associated with
SSI.

3. Research Method
A systematic review is developed using a rigorous, reliable, repetitive, and extended methodol-
ogy. This review follows the steps presented by Kitchenham methodology [5]: i) planning the
review, ii) conducting the review, and iii) reporting the review.

3.1. Planning the review

This systematic review aims to obtain and analyze the trends, challenges, and solutions for
assessing SSI and DIDs paradigms based on blockchain technology, primarily inner domains.
The study will identify gaps and new research areas for future investigation.

Considering the chosen methodology, in this section, we present the research questions,
identify the sources for the search, present the exclusion and inclusion criteria for selecting the
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Table 1. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria
Studies presenting usages to Decentralized ID
in a specific domain.
Studies presenting solutions applying Decentralized ID.
Studies presenting usages of Self-sovereign Identity
in a specific domain.
Studies presenting solutions applying Self-sovereign Identity

Duplicate reports in different sources.
Short papers with less than five pages.
Papers not written in English.
Introductory papers for special issues,
books, workshops, or posters.

primary studies, establish the strategy for extracting the information, and define the synthesis
strategy.

To meet the review’s objectives, this review answers the following research questions:
RQ1: Which IT fields have had Decentralized ID or Self-Sovereign Identity solutions?
RQ2: Which tools addressing Decentralized ID or Self-Sovereign Identity are there in the

academy?
RQ3: Which security challenges have been addressed in Decentralized ID or Self-Sovereign

solutions Identity?

Identification of data sources and searches strategy

To obtain the primary studies, the digital libraries of the most relevant organizations in the
Software Engineering community were consulted: IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, and
Springer Link. We also applied a snowball search method in the first level to obtain more
possible papers addressing the topic. The search covered the period from 2014 to October 2022.
This period has been chosen due to 2014 was the year in which the Credentials Community
Group was formed, hosted by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), a community that has
worked in the area of SSI and DIDs since then [5].

The research included conferences and journal papers. The search string used was: (decen-
trali* OR self-sovereign OR self sovereign) AND (id OR identi*) AND (blockchain OR block
chain OR block-chain). We considered the titles and abstracts of the papers for searching. The
search string notation was adapted for each digital library since each uses a different syntax.

Selection criteria for primary studies

The automatic search of papers in digital libraries, using the search string, includes articles that
differ from the topic addressed in this study, even though they have the words of the string when
reading titles and abstracts. Therefore, for the consistent inclusion or exclusion of articles, at
this stage, we rely on the inclusion and exclusion criteria detailed in Table 1; studies that meet
at least one of the following criteria will be accepted or rejected as appropriate.

Data Extraction Strategy

We divided the research questions into several criteria to extract the data from the set of se-
lected primary studies. Appendix A summarizes the data extraction criteria for classifying the
collected solutions and applications. Each data extraction criterion and its options are explained
as follows:

• Criterion 1: Information Technology(IT) field. This and the second criterion indicate
the current scope of the academic solutions to DIDs and SSI using blockchain. This cri-
terion classifies the solutions in one of nine IT fields adopting the classification proposed
in [11]: IoT, Security, Privacy, Trust, User Experience (UX) and Usability, Patterns, IT
Architecture, Decentralized Public-Key Infrastructure (DPKI).
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• Criterion 2: Domain. The solutions were classified using the suggested domains in [11]:
Education, Government, Health care, Retail and eCommerce, Banking and Financial, In-
dustry, Supply chain, Transport, General, and Others.

• Criterion 3: Blockchain Type. To discover which types of blockchain is used to apply
each solution, it was established the following classification: Public, Hybrid, Consortium,
and Private.

• Criterion 4: Software pricing. This criterion identifies whether the application has any
monetary cost to the user. There are three categories: i) Free, ii) Paid and iii) Test phase
(if the product is in the testing phase or is a prototype).

• Criteria 5: Solutions and Application. Solutions and Applications can be divided ac-
cording to their nature into Architecture, App, Methodology, Prototype, and Others [2].
Garnica-Bautista et al. [3] consider three primary types of applications: Website, Desktop
and Mobile Application; all papers with this kind of solutions are included in the category
App.

• Criterion 6: Control Access Model. This criterion determines the approach to applying
policies and deciding on resource access. Stalling and Brown [13] present some models:
Attributes-Based Access Control (ABAC), Role Based Access Control (RDAC), Manda-
tory Access Control (MAC), and Discretionary Access Control (DAC).

• Criterion 7: Authentication method. This criterion refers to the process carried out by
a user to access a system or resource, according to [13] the authentication methods are:
Password-based, Token-based, Biometric Authentication, and Remote User.

• Criterion 8: Cryptographic algorithms. If a solution or infrastructure has a tool us-
ing symmetric encryption algorithms, it is classified as private key; otherwise, if it uses
asymmetric encryption it is a public key.

3.2. Conducting the review

The search to identify primary studies in digital libraries was conducted in October 2022. The
process resulted in ninety-seven papers being obtained from those digital libraries. Some papers
were duplicated due to their appearance in at least two digital libraries. Also, nine papers were
added from a manual search.

The papers were selected following inclusion and exclusion criteria. The most significant
aspect of this selection was that many of the papers from digital libraries were included as
potential papers because their titles and abstracts contained the search string; however, once
the titles and abstracts had been read, even after scanning the full paper we discovered that the
topic of the paper was different to that of our investigation. So then, twenty-three papers were
selected for our study. Fig 1 shows the number of papers found in each digital library, the papers
screened at each stage, and the total number of studies included in the review.

4. Results and Analysis of the Systematic Review
The systematic review found twenty-three primary studies. In these papers, we gathered infor-
mation about twenty-three different DIDs and SSI solutions (each one addressed in one paper)
implemented by blockchain technology, these papers is displayed in Appendix B. A summary
of the most relevant results obtained from the extraction criteria phase is presented in Table 2.
To the criteria EC1, EC2, and EC7 the percentage add surpasses the 100% because the solu-
tions analyzed could be placed in more than one item of the criterion: the criteria do not have
exclusive items. Each data extraction criterion and the obtained results are discussed.

• Criterion 1. IT field. In general. “Patterns” (0%) and “UX and Usability” (0%) are the
domains in which the investigations present a gap that could be assessed.

• Criterion 2. Domain. The results in this criterion indicate a marked contrast between
the solutions presented. Most of the solutions (65%) were implemented in the “General”
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IEEE Xplore
47

ACM Digital
library

8

Springer link
42

Search results (97 automatic search + 9 manual search)
106

Filtered by inclusion and exclusion criteria (-70)
36

Filtered by full-text scanning (-13)
23

Primary studies

23

Fig. 1. Diagram of the papers selection procedure.

domain (S01, S02, S04, S06, S07, S08, S10, S11, S12, S13, S14, S18, S20, S21, S22);
the remaining domains present a gap that could be assessed.

• Criterion 4. Software pricing. Most of the reviewed papers were categorized within the
“test phase” because they are architectures, frameworks or schemes that can be used to
generate a solution (S02, S03, S04, S05, S07, S09, S10, S12, S13, S15, S17, S18, S19,
S20, S21, S22, S23). No applications have been presented in a paid way to the public; we
found that only one tool called "uPor" has been freely available to the public (S08). It is
an open-source identity management system oriented to common people or organizations,
users can securely publish their identity, transfer their credentials, sign transactions and
control their keys and data. It could be used as a web application on desktop and mobile
platforms.

• Criterion 5. Solutions and applications. The results indicate that little over half of the
solutions were implemented in the “Others” category, in this group are systems, schemas,
protocols and frameworks (65%; S01, S03, S04, S06, S07, S11, S12, S13, S14, S16, S18,
S20, S21, S22, S23).

• Criterion 6. Access control models. The results indicate that 26% of the solutions have
not considered or discussed access control when proposing their solutions (S07, S15,
S16, S17, S22, S23). Of the remaining papers, 48% prefer the “ABAC” model to access
control (S03, S04, S05, S06, S09, S10, S14, S18, S19, S20, S21). The strength of the
ABAC approach is its flexibility and expressive power [13]. Using ABAC the "DIAM-
IoT" framework grants device owners to define user-specific rules for control of their
device data.

4.1. Trends of DIDs and SSI Blockchain-based solutions

In this subsection, we present the study’s contribution that responds to the research questions
about trends that exist when a solution is designed in the DIDs and SSI fields.

The bubbles diagrams in Figs 2 and 3, relate the extraction criteria to generate conclusions
and results from these investigations. In Fig 2, the x-axis represents EC5: the Type of Solution
of the tool, while on the y-axis, we have the Domain and the IT field. It shows that most DID
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Table 2. Data extraction criteria results

Extrac. Criteria Possible answers # % Extrac. Criteria Possible answers # %

EC1
IT field

IoT
Security
Privacy
Patterns
Authentication DPKI
IT
Architecture
Trust
UX and Usability

4
12
14
0
8
3
3
10
0

17
52
61
0

35
13
13
43
0

EC2
Domain

Education
Government
Health Care
Retail and eCommerce
Banking and Financial
Industry
Supply chain
Transport
General
Others

0
1
1
1
1
3
0
5
15
1

0
4
4
4
4
13
0
22
65
4

EC3
Blockchain type

Public
Private
Hybrid
Consortium
Not mentioned

13
3
1
1
5

57
13
4
4

22

EC4
Software pricing

Free
Paid
Test phase
No App

1
0
17
5

4
0
74
22

EC5
Solution and applications

Architecture
App
Methodology
Prototype
Others

3
5
0
0
15

13
22
0
0

65

EC6
Control access model

ABAC
RDAC
MAC
DAC
Not Mentioned

11
1
3
2
6

48
4
13
9
26

EC7
Authentication method

Password-based
Token-based
Biometric
Remote user
Not mentioned

6
2
5
13
2

26
9
22
57
9

EC8
Cryptographic algorithms

Private key
Public key
Not mentioned

0
21
2

0
91
9

and SSI solutions are set in the General domain and can be adapted to others as Education or
Supply chain. Within the General domain, architectures and applications have been developed;
however, the most significant number of solutions are schemes, systems, protocols and frame-
works (categorized in others). It proves the DID and SSI blockchain solutions are still in a child
phase with a vast spectrum to be fulfilled.

Although the solutions are in the general domain, they have penetrated more equally into
IT Fields. Attractive solutions addressing IT Architecture, Security, and Privacy fields are pre-
sented. Schanzenbach et al. (S10) developed “reclaimID”, an architecture that allows users to
reclaim their digital identities by securely sharing identity attributes without needing a central-
ized service provider. Similarly, Stokkink and Pouwelse (S09) show a blockchain-based digital
identification solution to provide identity in a situation of mutual mistrust. Their solution is
based on a general model of proven claims, for which verifications of the veracity from outside
sources must be gathered. Moreover, for COVID-19 test takers, Hasan et al. (S15) implemented
a solution with digital medical passports (DMP) and immunity certificates. It describes smart
contracts successfully tested and designed to maintain test-takers’ digital medical identities and
enable rapid responses from the appropriate medical authorities. Definitely, we believe that
the solutions categorized within general postulations should be implemented in a specific area
such as health care, education, government, or industry, so that solutions that are not currently
commercial products can be used by the general public.

The systems (S03, S07, S21, S22), schemas (S11, S12, S18), protocols (S01, S14), and
frameworks (S04, S13, S16, S20) developed using blockchain technology represent 65% of
analyzed papers (15); however, they are not yet practical tools available to the public ("Test
Phase"). This fact could change if these solutions progress quickly and get released as Web ser-
vices, Desktop or Mobile applications. IMEI Database (S02), NEXTLeap (S05), or reclaimID
(S10) are examples of potential future applications; now, they have created only test applications
to validate their proposed approaches.

Regarding blockchain, Public blockchains (e.g; Hyperledger Indy and Ethereum) are the
trend to apply DID and SSI applications (57%). We observed there are vast possibilities to grow
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Fig. 2. Comparison between EC5: Solutions and Applications with EC1: IT Field and EC2: Do-
main.

the contributions of DIDs and SSI in the academic and industrial fields.
This research also raises how much security criteria (RQ3) are currently considered to pro-

pose solutions. Fig 3 shows that ABAC is primarily used to guarantee access control, and the
most used authentication method is Remote-user (57%). Moreover, for encryption, all public
blockchains use public-key algorithms to access.

We found exciting proposals addressing security criteria, such as those in S06, S09, and S20.
In the first study, a proof of concept of a Decentralized OpenID Connect Provider is performed
relying on an auth encrypted, that is, an authenticated public key encrypted and signed by DID;
in the second paper, the authors expose a blockchain-based digital identity solution without
relying on any single trusted third-party, achieving legally valid identity at the passport level;
and the latest proposal introduces a blockchain-based identity framework for IoT correlation
device signatures (low-level identities) and owners identify themselves to use in authentication
credentials and ensure that any IoT entity usually behaves.

4.2. Challenges faced by DID and SSI Blockchain-based solutions

DID and SSI are starting to show their potential; consequently, they are technologies facing
challenges. Two studies have pointed out crucial features to have in mind when doing an inves-
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Fig. 3. Comparison between EC6: Access Control Model with EC7: Authentication method, EC8:
Cryptographic algorithms, and EC3: Blockchain type criteria.

tigation in this fields[1] [4]; our systematic review remarks on areas in need of future work:

• Scalability: currently, many proposed novel DIDs and SSI blockchain-based solutions are
either: prototypes, architectures, frameworks, or schemas with implementation promising
scalability in the industrial field. For this reason, releasing applications into the market is
needed.

• User experience: users have poor knowledge of the concepts of DIDs and SSI, but also
about Public-Key Infrastructures (PKIs) and private keys management. This situation
limits the scope of getting non-technical users to try the solutions.

• Patterns: among the solutions analyzed, there are no proposed patterns when developing
schemes, architectures, or frameworks. Patterns are essential as future systems and appli-
cations can be developed easier if they follow a proven basis and have good practices to
apply.

• Security criteria: related to access control criteria, it should be considered deeply in
more studies to propose solutions for generating trust in the user who uses a solution and
preventing them from vulnerabilities. The 26% of analyzed studies in this review do not
consider access control when proposing solutions.

5. Discussion
In this section, the relevance and contribution of the results of the systematic review are dis-
cussed pointing out strengths and weaknesses of the evidence collected. Since our systematic
review’s validity has been considered a relevant aspect, this section also discusses its possible
limitations and how they can be addressed.
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5.1. Strengths and Weaknesses

The main strengths are related to the IoT field addressed by the papers analyzed and the type of
solutions evaluated. Concerning the IoT field, the systematic review gathered many solutions
considering several fields, meaning how many solutions pointed out that DID and SSI systems
could get involved transversally in IoT technologies. However, there is still the position that all
the fields need more investigation, considering even more parameters presented in this investi-
gation, such as Authentication, DPKI, and UX and Usability.

5.2. Implications for research and practice

The contributions of this paper have implications for both research and practice. The review
shows the current state of the art with a certain level of guaranteed quality in the results. Know-
ing the state of the art will help the community detect deficiencies and identify new lines of
research. For researchers and practitioners, the result of this systematic review is a catalog of
different solutions. The results permitted discovering which domains and fields are a trend when
implementing solutions. It has been possible to know what type of blockchain technology and
the security criteria must be applied in a specific case. Finally, some challenges in the DID and
SSI areas were detected.

We consider it appropriate to include solutions presented in white papers such as those
described by Bartolomeu et al. [1]; it would be important to know the alternatives presented in
the industrial field and contrast them with those presented by the academy.

6. Validation of the systematic review
We attempted to select the research string that permits collecting studies whose information
helps to answer the research questions. Acronyms like DID or SSI were not part of the string
because they can refer to concepts different to used in this investigation (e.g., DID could be
found in so many papers as the DO verb in past tense). The papers included in this review
were limited from 2014 to October 2022, guaranteeing that the information is current. Only
documents with a minimum of five pages were considered to ensure the papers provide sufficient
detail and analysis. Finally, the search discarded documents that were not in English.

6.1. Validation of selection of primary studies

To validate the two reviewers’ correct selection of the primary studies and the accurate descrip-
tion of the inclusion and exclusion criteria, we randomly selected ten papers and the reviewers
labeled each one as excluded or included (according to the criteria). The results were analyzed
through Cohen’s Kappa coefficient, a statistical used to assess the reliability of classifications
made by two raters into two or more categories; its value ranges from -1 to 1, with 1 indicating
perfect agreement. Cohen’s Kappa coefficient for agreement on inclusion in the review was
0.882 for two raters. According to Landis and Koch, there exists an almost perfect deal [7].

6.2. Validation of data extraction criteria and classification

The inconveniences about the extraction criteria and classification are related to errors in defin-
ing the criteria and a lousy category. Regarding the first aspect, the established extraction cri-
teria are clear and understandable; they do not give rise to confusion that triggers problems in
the classification. A process similar to that applied in validating the selection of primary studies
was followed to validate the paper’s classification. We randomly selected five studies included
in the review (each study is analyzed with forty-one measures). The two reviewers categorized
the studies using the extraction criteria and the results were analyzed using Cohen’s Kappa co-
efficient. The coefficient was 0.80 interpreted as substantial agreement.
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6.3. Quality assessment of the primary studies

To evaluate the quality of the papers, we analyze their relevance considering the importance
of the journals or conferences where they were published. The articles were classified into
three categories: “very relevant,” “relevant” and “not so relevant.” This aspect was rated by
considering the CORE Conference Ranking (A∗, A, B, and C) and the Scimago Journal and
Country Rank (SJR)(Q1, Q2, Q3 or Q4). The primary studies were classified as follows:

• Very relevant: papers published in conferences rated as A∗ or A in the CORE classifi-
cation or published in journals rated as Q1 or Q2 in the SJR classification. Also in this
category are papers from conferences that don’t have a Core Ranking but publish rele-
vant papers about Decentralized Identifiers, Self-Sovereign Identity and blockchain. All
papers included have a score of 10 points.

• Relevant: papers published in conferences rated as B or C in the CORE classification or
as Q3 or Q4 in the SJR classification. Also, include papers published in journals excluded
from the SJR list. The papers received a score of 5 points.

• Not relevant: paper published in conferences not included in the CORE classification.
They have a null score (0 points).

Each paper received a rating based on the detailed criteria; the average value of this quality
assessment was 8.2 points. This indicates that the selected papers were published in
relevant conferences or journals.

7. Conclusions and Future Work
The systematic literature review conducted in this paper aimed to identify research trends, chal-
lenges, and solutions in the field of Decentralized Identity and Self-Sovereign Identity technolo-
gies using blockchain. In that sense, this paper has highlighted the current state of the mentioned
technologies and the research in these fields. This review verified persistent challenges previ-
ously identified, which marks the necessity to spread the scope of the investigation.

Most papers focus on validation research and solution proposals; they are not yet applica-
tions that can be presented to the public. Several studies have been conducted without a specific
domain. However, the potential of SSI in various areas such as Transport, Healthcare, Govern-
ment, Banking and Finance has been recognized, as well as the need to include more security
criteria in solutions. Access control and Authorization are the gaps when proposing solutions.
In addition, future research must be done on Usability, User Experience (UX), Patterns, and
good practices to fulfill quality criteria.

There is still a vast scope for further research and development in DIDs and SSI. We must
continue exploring and understanding the opportunities and challenges of this technology. This
review can be a basis for further research in DIDs and SSI development.
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